2013 camaro reviews

For tire-burning power and Hollywood flash, it doesn't get much better than the Chevrolet
Camaro. If ever there was a car to put a mischievous spark in the eye of a driving enthusiast, it
would be the Chevrolet Camaro, the fifth-generation version of this famous nameplate. For
starters, this coupe and convertible have the classic muscle-car looks that cause enthusiasts to
drool. In its ZL1 guise -- named after a legendary model and packing a monster 6. Even the hp
V6 of lower trim levels and the hp V8 of the SS model are impressive, meaning there isn't a
pokey Camaro in the bunch. Handling also is as sharp as you'd expect, yet the ride is
reasonably compliant as well. In terms of everyday practicality, however, the Camaro has a few
shortcomings. Visibility is subpar all around. Rear-seat legroom is virtually nonexistent and the
modest-sized trunk is hampered by an opening small enough to make loading longer items like
a set of golf clubs a real challenge. Will you care? Probably not. The Camaro's sex appeal is
enough to make many buyers overlook those weaknesses. Still, we'd still recommend
test-driving two other reborn pony cars, namely the Dodge Challenger and Ford Mustang. Both
offer similar performance potential without the Camaro's downsides. That said, we think the
Chevrolet Camaro has what it takes to bring out the playful hooligan in anybody. The Chevy
Camaro is available in both four-seat coupe and convertible body styles. Standard equipment
on the entry-level 1LS includes inch steel wheels, automatic headlights, keyless entry,
air-conditioning, manually adjustable front seats with power recline, cruise control, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, Bluetooth phone connectivity, OnStar and a six-speaker
sound system with a CD player, auxiliary audio input jack and satellite radio. The 2LS adds an
automatic transmission. The 2LT includes these items plus inch alloy wheels, heated mirrors,
auto-dimming rearview and driver's outside mirrors, extra gauges, a head-up display, rear park
assist, a rearview camera with a rearview mirror display , leather upholstery, heated front seats
and a nine-speaker Boston Acoustics audio system available separately on 1LT. The 1SS is
equipped similarly to the 1LT but adds a V8 engine, inch alloy wheels, a sport-tuned suspension
and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. A new 1LE option package on manual
transmission-equipped SS models includes racetrack-inspired hardware upgrades including
unique gearing, suspension tuning and tires. Exterior styling features include a functional
carbon-fiber air extractor for the hood as well as unique front and rear fascias. Inside the cabin
are microfiber suedelike upholstery, red accent stitching and a smaller, flat-bottomed steering
wheel. A sunroof is optional on all coupe models except the LS, while a variety of exterior
stripes and trim detailing are available across the board. In addition to a soft top that powers
down in about 20 seconds, all convertible versions also come standard with rear park assist
includes rearview camera. A six-speed manual transmission is standard and a six-speed
automatic is optional. The Camaro SS gets a 6. The Camaro ZL1 boasts a supercharged 6. A
six-speed manual transmission is standard, with a six-speed automatic optional. In Edmunds
track testing, the ZL1 accelerated from zero to 60 mph in 4. Every Chevy Camaro comes
standard with antilock disc brakes, stability control, front-seat side airbags and full-length side
curtain airbags. Also standard is the OnStar telematics system, which includes automatic crash
notification, on-demand roadside assistance, remote door unlocking, stolen vehicle assistance
and turn-by-turn navigation. In government crash tests, the Camaro earned a top five-star rating
overall, with five stars for front crash protection and five stars for side-impact protection. In
Edmunds brake testing, both Camaro V6 and V8 coupes with inch wheels came to a stop from
60 mph in an excellent feet. No matter what engine you choose, no one will ever accuse your
Chevrolet Camaro of being slow. Buying a V6 Camaro isn't the stigma it used to be. The V6
responds quickly to the throttle and then revs freely, and the exhaust note is more liter-bike
motorcycle than commuter car. Still, the V8 more ably fits the Camaro persona with its
tire-shredding power and thundering exhaust note. All of that goes double for the supercharged
ZL1. Around corners, the Camaro grips hard and feels precise through the steering wheel. It's
not the easiest car to see out of, and there's a lot of weight to manage, but by and large the
Camaro is pretty talented. This year's new 1LE package further ups the car's handling potential,
but the world-class ZL1 is in another league entirely. Not only does it deliver acceleration on par
with exotic supercars costing many thousands more, but also the high-tech adaptive
suspension and upgraded Brembo brakes give it well-rounded performance that works as well
on the racetrack as on the daily commute. Old-school pony cars weren't known for their jazzy
interiors, but the Chevrolet Camaro makes a clean break with that tradition. Done up with a
number of retro touches like square bezels around the gauges, the overall effect is stylish
despite the use of a little too much hard plastic. Outward visibility, though, is hampered by thick
roof pillars and a low roof line. The Camaro's new MyLink display interface features a clean
layout and intuitive menu structure. Pleasingly, it allows further control of smartphone radio
apps, such as Pandora and Stitcher. Unfortunately, the interface can prove frustrating to use at
times, as reactions to touch inputs are occasionally slow or missed entirely. While the front

seats are comfortable enough, the Camaro's rear seat is the smallest among its rivals. The trunk
is equally tiny at just Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Chevrolet Camaro. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Camaro lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Poor visibility cramped backseat tiny trunk opening. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. SS models equipped with
a manual transmission can also be had with a new road-racing-inspired 1LE option package that
includes unique gearing, suspension tuning and tires. Hill-start assist is now standard on all
manual transmission models. Read more. Write a review See all 31 reviews. One word FUN This
car has everything you need to have a great time driving. I was not certain which engine to get
when I ordered this car the v8 sounds great , the 6 cyl gets good gas mileage and has more
power than you need. So if your on the fence about which engine to purchase you will be still
having a blast with the 6 cyl. Not something to be considered for an inexperienced driver.
Excellent engineering, brakes and handling! Still this coupe is a pound automobile; if you want
to enjoy it you should have a reasonably good mix of track and drag strip experience to
appreciate the power,handling and the refinement that was built into this automobile. Just
because it's fast doesn't mean you have to violate most all state laws it's perfectly agreeable as
a good Highway Cruiser as well. One trip down I into Texas yielded an amazing Of course your
mileage may vary, in town fuel mileage just nothing to brag about. Mostly my mileage has been
from 10 to 15 miles per gallon in City traffic. When asked why at age 65 I purchased this yellow
and black factory muscle car my answer is simple: It is FUN! Have tweaked the engine and tires
frt. Short tube headers, Corsica exhaust system, Fuel injectors changed from 56lb. Still running
a mostly stock air intake due to Arizona dust, nothing filters better than OEM performance
filters. I added a front proximity sensor to avoid parking berms, Clear front bra to protect from
rock chips, LED headlights, back up lights, tail lights, flashing circuit to 3rd brake light, LED
interior lighting. Read less. I have enjoyed the past 3 years in my Camaro, even though it is a
base model. There are little things that I really appreciate, such as the windows opening a crack
when you open the doors, so you never get the it didn't close all the way situation. Or, the radio
staying on after you remove the keys and shuts off after you open a door. The seats are
comfortable, the dashboard well laid out and easy to manipulate. You can only stream phone
over bluetooth, so I have to connect via auxiliary connection to play music from my phone.
When I had On-Star, they were able to send directions to the dashboard, which was almost like
having a nav system. The trunk has room, but the opening doesn't allow you to put larger items
into it, which is too bad. It is the best Camaro that I've driven in the winters, but still not very
good in the snow. Visibility takes some getting used to as you sit lower and things feel like they
are at neck level, though you can adjust the seat height. I've also been able to fit my child in the
back seat from years old, though he's soon outgrowing it. If I were looking for a used muscle
car, I wouldn't hesitate in getting this. If you want something quick, but don't necessarily drive
fast on a regular basis, I'd say the V6 would be fine for those times when you want to have a
little fun. I love my new Camaro, it's a blast to drive, a total head turner. Only complaint is very
poor visibility when backing out of a parking spot. So I just back in so I'm pulling out nose first
and problem solved. It gets great gas mileage. I constantly get compliments when filling up at
the gas station. I bought it with 20K miles on it, it was a lease car turned in and was in perfect
condition. See all 31 reviews of the Used Chevrolet Camaro. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Camaro. Sign Up. One
word FUN This car has everything you need to have a great time driving. I was not certain which
engine to get when I ordered this car the v8 sounds great , the 6 cyl gets good gas mileage and
has more power than you need. So if your on the fence about which engine to purchase you will
be still having a blast with the 6 cyl. Not something to be considered for an inexperienced
driver. Excellent engineering, brakes and handling! Still this coupe is a pound automobile; if
you want to enjoy it you should have a reasonably good mix of track and drag strip experience

to appreciate the power,handling and the refinement that was built into this automobile. Just
because it's fast doesn't mean you have to violate most all state laws it's perfectly agreeable as
a good Highway Cruiser as well. One trip down I into Texas yielded an amazing Of course your
mileage may vary, in town fuel mileage just nothing to brag about. Mostly my mileage has been
from 10 to 15 miles per gallon in City traffic. When asked why at age 65 I purchased this yellow
and black factory muscle car my answer is simple: It is FUN! Have tweaked the engine and tires
frt. Short tube headers, Corsica exhaust system, Fuel injectors changed from 56lb. Still running
a mostly stock air intake due to Arizona dust, nothing filters better than OEM performance
filters. I added a front proximity sensor to avoid parking berms, Clear front bra to protect from
rock chips, LED headlights, back up lights, tail lights, flashing circuit to 3rd brake light, LED
interior lighting. I have enjoyed the past 3 years in my Camaro, even though it is a base model.
There are little things that I really appreciate, such as the windows opening a crack when you
open the doors, so you never get the it didn't close all the way situation. Or, the radio staying on
after you remove the keys and shuts off after you open a door. The seats are comfortable, the
dashboard well laid out and easy to manipulate. You can only stream phone over bluetooth, so I
have to connect via auxiliary connection to play music from my phone. When I had On-Star,
they were able to send directions to the dashboard, which was almost like having a nav system.
The trunk has room, but the opening doesn't allow you to put larger items into it, which is too
bad. It is the best Camaro that I've driven in the winters, but still not very good in the snow.
Visibility takes some getting used to as you sit lower and things feel like they are at neck level,
though you can adjust the seat height. I've also been able to fit my child in the back seat from
years old, though he's soon outgrowing it. If I were looking for a used muscle car, I wouldn't
hesitate in getting this. If you want something quick, but don't necessarily drive fast on a
regular basis, I'd say the V6 would be fine for those times when you want to have a little fun. I
love my new Camaro, it's a blast to drive, a total head turner. Only complaint is very poor
visibility when backing out of a parking spot. So I just back in so I'm pulling out nose first and
problem solved. It gets great gas mileage. I constantly get compliments when filling up at the
gas station. I bought it with 20K miles on it, it was a lease car turned in and was in perfect
condition. I have owned three Camaros, a coupe, convertible and my current convertible. This is
undoubtedly the best one yet. Great performance from the V6, good mileage and this sucker
handles like an Indy car on the curves. Plus it has a very good ride. The engine pulls as good or
better than the other two V8 models and I am getting used to the V6 sound. Mine is Blue Ray
Metallic with white stripes and I entered it in its first car show Saturday and it won Ist place in its
class. I also get a lot of great comments about it. I was going to buy a corvette but I'm glad I
didn't 'cause this car gets much more attention and can run on the "cheap" gas. I love this car!!!
I have since installed a Solo Performance cat back exhaust system and it makes the V6 sound
as cool as a V8!! I love this car even more now!! Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
More about the Camaro. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by:
All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Camaros
for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Camaro. Sign Up. Reliability indicates how models have
performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the
year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to
consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble
spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical
system. Learn more about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were
looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please view our customer care
FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not
a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used
Chevrolet Camaro Change Vehicle. Pony car aficionados will easily identify the not-so-secret
recipe for the Chevrolet Camaro. Piles of go-power and cornering grip are packed into a
rear-drive, two-door sports coupe with racy styling providing as much appeal as the power.
While the V6-powered Camaro is no slouch, the 6. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major.
Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel
System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment.
In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Once the engine is off,

the vehicle can lose power steering and power braking, increasing the risk of a crash. The air
bags may not deploy in a crash, increasing the risk of injury. Read Recall Details. General
Motors LLC GM is recalling certain replacement flip-key ignition transmitter assemblies sold as
replacement equipment for Chevrolet Camaro vehicles. GM dealers may have inadvertently sold
these assemblies as replacement keys despite them having been recalled under NHTSA recall
number 14V GM number when they were the original equipment assemblies. The driver may
accidentally bump the ignition key with their knee, moving the ignition out of the run position
and turning off the engine. What should you do:. GM will notify owners, and dealers will inspect
and, as necessary, replace the key with the flat blade design, free of charge. Interim notices
informing owners of the safety risk were mailed November 6, Owners received a second notice
and the recall began February 4, Owners may contact Chevrolet customer service at GM's
number for this recall is N Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the key is
not in the run position, the air bags may not deploy if the vehicle is involved in a crash,
increasing the risk of injury. Additionally, a key knocked out of the run position could cause
loss of engine power, power steering, and power braking, increasing the risk of a vehicle crash.
In the affected vehicles, the driver may accidentally hit the ignition key with their knee,
unintentionally knocking the key out of the run position, turning off the engine. The rec
85 ford e 350 rv fuel wire diagram
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all began August 25, GM's number for this recall is Note: Until the recall has been performed, it
is very important that drivers adjust their seat and steering column to allow clearance between
their knee and the ignition key. If the air bag warning label detaches from the visor, the driver
and front seat passenger may not be warned of the risks of air bag deployment, increasing the
risk of injury in the event of a crash. In the affected vehicles, the required air bag warning label
on the sun visor may peel off. GM will notify owners, and instruct owners how to inspect the
visor sticker. As necessary, dealers will replace the sun visor, free of charge. The recall began
on October 28, Owners may contact GM at GM's recall campaign number is Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

